
Standing You The Way Nature Intended!
Granstand ® III Modular Standing System

Pictured Granstand III MSS is shown with optional steel caster upgrade.
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The GRANSTAND III MSS aligns the body in its natural standing position with a totally individualized fit.
This is accomplished through the most extensive system of adjustable components available.
Individual chest pad, tabletop, kneepad and footpad adjustments along with our various sling
options assure the best standing position possible. The innovative design features of the
Granstand III MSS allow the necessary adjustments to facilitate complete hip extension.
This comfortable, personalized fit reduces stress at pressure points and supplies a
proper weight bearing posture providing maximum weight bearing as well as
contracture control.

COMPLETE HIP EXTENSION, CONTRACTURE CONTROL, PROGRESSIVE STANDING

The GRANSTAND III MSS, while suppling the most desirable standing positioning possible, allows for precise adjustments to facilitate a natural mild
hyperextension of the hips.  This provides the client with the best possible orthopedic alignment to maximize the positive outcomes of their stand-
ing program.  The Granstand III MSS supplies the flexibility required for stretching and range-of-motion exercises while maintaining proper
weight bearing even with severe contractures.  All of these advanced positioning capabilities allow for a progressive standing program benefiting

clients at all levels of need.  From the most complex positioning needs to those clients who just want to diminish the risk of the many
predictable secondary concerns from not standing, Granstand III MSS is the system of choice.

Individually Height and Depth
Adjustable Body Support
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Growth Capable
Granstand III MSS / Kidstand III MSS is Growth Capable!
Unprecedented growth capability in one product -  the Granstand III Modular Standing System is just 
that - A System! Granstand III MSS is designed to accommodate clients who require, from a very young age, equipment
that can change and adapt as they grow and change.  Our modular system allows for unsurpassed growth ability at a min-
imum of cost in both time and money.  Most growth adjustments require only a few minutes and many of these changes
require the purchase of little or no additional equipment.  If the client’s growth is accompanied by a change in physical
condition, equipment upgrades can be added as needed without purchasing a new frame.

SPACE SAVING EXPANDABLE FRAME
Our standard frame accommodates multiple chair styles while requiring minimal space.  Our standard expand-
able base design allows for larger chairs and power chairs to fit within the unit without needing a wider
frame.  The narrow width of 27 1/2“ .fits through most standard doorways allowing for extra mobility and
function in the home or wherever space is limited.  The ability for the chair to fit within the frame keeps the
room area required for use of the unit to a minimum unlike units that require extra space for the chair, the
stander and, in many cases, a patient lift to be kept near the stander.

Both the Kidstand III and the Granstand III MSS utilize the same frame and
components.  They are configured as needed with some minor differences in
the sizes of the positioning pads and minor frame components.  Either unit
can easily be converted from one configuration to the other quickly and inex-
pensively. These adaptable standing systems serve the widest range of
clients possible and have the ability to continue to provide proper standing
alignment for clients as they grow.  Starting with one of these innovative mod-
ular systems eliminates the need to purchase 3 or 4 conventional standing
devices.  Unprecedented adaptability for growth or other changes in equip-
ment needs is made possible through our built-in potential for numerous
adjustments and easy upgrades. These innovative features, along
with durable construction and multi-functional design, make the
GRANSTAND III MSS the best economic value on the market.

Nichole 42” tall in a Kidstand III MSS

Mike 6’ tall in a Granstand III MSS

ADVANCED FOOT POSITIONING AND MOBILITY
Adding a Mobile Foot System allows the Granstand III MSS to be
mobile while in use.  These optional foot systems offer greater growth
potential and height adjustment plus provide the ability to match the
height of the wheelchair footplates for the best possible lifting posi-
tion.

Height-Adjustable Foot System: Allows for
Height and Depth adjustment plus Individual
Width, Toe-In and Toe-Out adjustments.

Multi-Adjustable Foot System: Allows for Height
and Depth adjustment plus Individual Width, Toe-
In, Toe-Out, Planter-Flexion and Dorsi-Flexion
adjustments.



LIFT AND TRANSFER SYSTEMS ALL IN ONE
Simply by adding one of our mobile foot systems, the Granstand III MSS becomes an easy to use patient lift / transfer device, as well as, a state of
the art standing system.  This easy-to-use feature assists in maintaining client posture and eliminates repositioning in the wheelchair after stand-
ing by seating the client with proper body mechanics while lowering them into their seat.  Clients are lifted and transferred comfortably
while standing eliminating the discomfort and disorientation that is common with overhead-style lifting devices.  Our innova-
tive frame allows this unit to fit under a bed or mat table 
permitting use as a lift / transfer device.

NO TRANSFER NO LIFTING DESIGN
Safe, No Transfer Design lifts you directly from your wheelchair or other seating surface eliminating the need for transferring in and out of the unit. Our
easy-to-use Pull-to-Place sling eliminates transfers and can be placed without lifting the client.  

Granstand ® III Modular Standing System 
Multi-Functional Frame 

Supplying More Function For Less Cost

Slide sling down behind the client,
pull sling into place with the pull-to-
place tabs.

Wheel into unit or roll it up to the
client, place the feet and hook onto
the lift arms.

Activate the hydraulic unit to begin
the lift and raise the client to a
standing position.

Granstand III MSS places the hips
in proper position for full weight
bearing.



PROPER LIFT / TRANSFER TECHNIQUE
Granstand III MSS not only lifts you comfortably from your seat but
returns you to a neutral seated posture easily and comfortably by
nature of its innovative lifting design.  When transferring into your
seated product, you are returned to your chair with your body aligned
and placed into a neutral position as the body is lowered gently into
a natural seated posture.  Being lowered from a standing postion
allows you to be fully postioned all the way into the back of your chair,
eliminating further repositioning, lifting or pulling.

INDEPENDENT MOBILITY
Granstand III MSS with the mobile package supplies independent
mobility during standing for clients with good upper body strength.
Positive movement chain drive system supplies excellent maneuver-
ability while standing, increasing independence for the standing
client.   With the mobile package the Granstand III MSS functions as
an Independently Operated Lift and Transfer Device allowing
the client to transfer themselves from one seated surface to
another.

Contoured Body Pad with Laterals &
Padded Support Strap

Complete upper body support 
system supplies additional upper body

support with anterior, side to side and pos-
terior support.

Multi-Adj. Knee System
Offers individual adjustability for height

and width of the lower extremities for
maximum fitting capabilities.

Roho Knee Pads
Attach with Velcro straps to offer

additional padding in the knee area
when needed.

Self Elevating Tray
Attaches to a Granstand III or

Kidstand III tray assembly.  This
device will assist the adjustment of the

tray when needed.

Contoured Vinyl Sling 
with Sheepskin Lining

Full contact contoured vinyl sling with
sheepskin lining for clients who desire

a softer 
contact area.

ADDITIONAL STANDING SYSTEM OPTIONS




